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Graham was strutting around the Lake Springfield cabin like he had just won an Oscar. He 

received a text from agents White and Moore explaining how they successfully captured three 

sentient teddy bears and had them inert and stashed among regular teddy bears in a Walmart in 

New Liskeard. White was experimenting with a slightly altered chickadee call, amplifying the 

sound then blasting it as an ELF radio wave through a device dangling from a helicopter. The net 

effect was to vibrate the teddy bears out of their black velvet sacs where they slept and render 

them disorientated. Ground crews would then follow the path of the helicopter and scoop up the 

bears. 

Ellie locked herself into Slim’s vast library on the fourteenth floor, coming out only occasionally 

to smell a tuna fish sandwich or other such morsel Slim’s staff put out for her. The little bear’s 

brain was bursting with cosines, antecedents, certitudes, historical certainties, classical literature, 

all in an attempt to win the hearts and minds of three admissions academics that would decide 

Ellie’s fate…tomorrow! 



But, of course, tomorrow never really comes and when Ellie got wind of the fate of the three 

teddy bears she enlisted help from Pickles and they immediately telekinesed to Northern Ontario. 

It hit Ellie like a sac of hammers! As she sat on the roof of the McDonalds, next to the exhaust 

vent, she remembered the fairy from Ellesmere Island telling her to always rely on the rule of 

thirds. Ellie didn’t pay much attention to the advice; frankly, she had no idea what it meant, but 

on this day Ellie realized the fairy was telling her to use three black velvet sacs for protection 

from this new and ominous threat. 

Ellie gave Pickles three sacs, told her where the helicopter was surveying the following day and 

wished her well. Ellie’s next move was to liberate the three captured teddy bears inside the 

Walmart. While Ellie rummaged through shelves of teddy bears she quickly realized the people 

running INSECT where not the sharpest tools in the proverbial shed. It is common knowledge 

that once a teddy bear has been granted sentientism one of the first thing the bear does is tear off 

it’s tags and barcodes as an acknowledgement of the new found status. Of all the bears only three 

had no barcodes, so Ellie stuffed them into a triple black velvet bag and telekinesed to the 

McDonald’s rooftop. 

  

  

 


